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all these plugins are being offered in multi-platform versions, working on mac and pc (vst 2/3, aax and au). 70+ of our
plugins even work on professional aax dsp systems. plugin alliance offers a simple and unified, dongle-free activation
scheme, so one activation will give users access to all of the tools at once, and every license for the bundle is good to
activate up to 3 machines! if you want to start with a free package, that's cool, too. we'll have more info soon, but for

now, the free packages are: m4m - melodic groove machine vst, au/aax, v1.0.8 (64 - bit, 16 - track, 30 - samples) m4r -
melodic groove repetitoner vst, au/aax, v1.8 (64 - bit, 16 - track, 30 - samples) m4p - melodic groove piano vst, au/aax,
v1.8 (64 - bit, 16 - track, 30 - samples) m4c - melodic groove chord vst, au/aax, v1.8 (64 - bit, 16 - track, 30 - samples)
m4s - melodic groove sound vst, au/aax, v1.8 (64 - bit, 16 - track, 30 - samples) while the free titles will be available for
download immediately, the paid items will be released over the coming weeks. the bundles are priced at $30/€25 (per
year) and $75/€65 (per three years), and will be available from our product page in the coming weeks. if you want to
know what the hell you're getting into, the packages are located below. each of the bundles is more than enough to

last a lifetime and offer you more value for money than most of its competitors, that's for sure.
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the legendary leslie echo reverb and chorus effect is on tap again for you. this time around, version 2 has been
completely rebuilt and is now available in a new and improved fully customizable 3.5 version. again, this is a sound

pack that is a must for any vr enthusiast. all-star vocal sample pack - perfect for all genres of music. full song acapellas,
short phrases, ad libs, vocal atmospheres, fx, and so much more. we have worked with some of the best vocalists in
the industry to create some of the highest quality samples in the business. we hope you enjoy this pack! come along

and have a look at the ultra-premium modulars that were on offer in our synth bundle. the modulars are all packed with
features, including onboard effects and a fantastic range of patch presets. youll also get the sound designer course to
help you out. this is a really useful bundle. not only does it have some of the best effects available, but its also a daw
too. it has a number of key features, including a sampler, a full-fledged mixer, and a very powerful stereo and multi-
channel mixer. there are also 15 carefully curated vst plugins. this is a seriously useful bundle. its a daw with a lot of
great tools at its disposal, including a sampler, a multi-track mixer, a stereo mixer and effects. plus, there are some

great plugins included. 'what about: trap edm' has been made by the team behind the monumental trap edm pack. this
time, the focus is on trap, but the mix is more than 50/50. this pack contains exclusive instruments and edm elements

created exclusively for the trap edm genre, such as soft synths and wobbly basses. a special bonus is the included trap-
specific preset banks, which are being made to be fully compatible with the included soft synths. 5ec8ef588b
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